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ABSTRACT

The DSNP Simulation Language facilitates whole reactor plant

simulation and design. Verification includes DSNP dynamic modeling

of Experimental Breeder Reactor No. 2 (EBR-II) plant experiments

as well as comparisons with verified simulation programs. Great

flexibility is allo. J in expanding the DSNP language and accommo-

date other computer languages.

The component modules of DSNP, contained in libraries, are con-

tinually updated with new, improved, and verified modules. The

modules are used to simulate the dynamic response of LMFBR reactor

systems to upset and transient conditions, with special emphasis

on investigations of inherent shutdown mechanisms.
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The design and operation analysis of reactor systems requires

an analytical tool which is flexible in describing the overall

system layout with dynamic computing modules. These modules should

describe each plant component but allow flexibility in detail of

modeling if desired. Reactor components are interdependent so the

communications between describing modules must exist and be easy

to use. Ideally, a computer code with the given purpose should be

inexpensive, easily verified, and user oriented.

The Dynamic Simulator for Nuclear Power Plants (DSNP) is such a

code; its outstanding feature is a special purpose block-oriented

simulation language.(1-3) It is designed to be set up directly

from block diagrams of reactor systems permitting easy exchange of

any of the modules. These modules describe the plant or component

at different levels of complexity. Hence portions of the plant

requiring intense study may be modeled in finer detail than the

remainder of the plant, permitting cost economy.

DSNP is a highly flexible, user-oriented, versatile tool for

analyzing thermal-hydraulic systems, including non-reactor plants.

The collection of modules describing the reactor is separated into
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libraries of varying complexity. The modules can thus be added to

the library when developed, tested, and verified. Existing mo-

dules have been verified by simulating EBR-II reactivity tran-

sients. (4) A complex fuel element heat transfer module with de-

tailed feedback was developed(4) and verified(5) with EBR-II

experimental data, and with a verified safety code.(6) In addi-

tion, DSNP is being developed and used to simulate the operational

safety test program(7,8) at EBR-II and to simulate large LMFBR

systems.

The DSNP contains a library of Macro statements which expand

the language capability. Macros can be developed by the user and

placed in the library to be used on demand. In order to upgrade

the special function compatibility of DSNP to those of the CSMP

code(9), virtually all special functions of CSMP were added to

DSNP through the use of the Macros, as seen in Table 1. In this

way models of components developed in CSMP and similar codes are

easily adapted to the DSNP libararies.

Initial steady-state solutions are done by successive iteration

in a static section provided in each subprogram which specifies

initial conditions for the differential equations. This conforms

to standard DSNP format and avoids a pseudo-transient steady-s+ate

evaluation.
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Each aspect of a block part of a system is treated separately.

For example, in the heat exchanger the hydraulic aspect is treated

in a separate module from the thermal aspect. Therefore, the

thermal transient of a dynamic reactor condition may be run using

the calculated flow transient or from an input flow transient.

Alternately, if the condition is based on constant flow, a cons-

tant flow rate may be input and all of the hydraulic modes omit-

ted.

In addition to the model of EBR-II, models of varying complexi-

ty are being developed to describe the response of LMFBR's to

reactor upsets. Included are models for feedback mechanisms such

as control rod drive extension due to heating in the upper reflec-

tor and upper plenum, and grid plate heating from coolant return-

ing from a failed IHX. Investigations are also underway to evalu-

ate the effects of location and design of the shutdown heat

removal system, design and placement of the pumps and IHX, and the

effects of balance of plant on primary system components.

The thrust of this effort is to evaluate the inherent features

and systems of large LMFBR's. The emphasis is on features of de-

sign which reduce the reliance on active safety systems, allowing

either more time for protective action or eliminatinq the need for

protective action for a class of accidents.
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In conclusion, a new approach to dynamic simulation of LMFBR

response to upsets has been developed. The approach takes advan-

tage of advanced techniques of linking dynamic models of compo-

nents of LMFBR1s, allowing considerable flexibility in the type

and detail of component description. By permitting the designer

or analyst to tailor the code to address the specific issue at

hand, and to do it easily, dynamic representation of a plant de-

sign can be more closely integrated into the early design process.

The code has been verified by modeling EBR-II dynamics, and is be-

ing used to identify design features of Targe LMFBR1s which can

contribute to their inherent safety.
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TABLE

Special Functions

Special Functions

Integration
Vector Integration
Differentiation
Slope of Curve
First Order Lag Pole
N-th Order Lag Pole
Lead-Lag Pole
Transfer Function
Complex Pole
Mode Controlled Integrator
Limited Integration
Conditional Integration
First Order Hold
Dead Time Delay
P.amp Input Function
Step Input Function
Pulse Input Function
Impulse Function
General Sine Function
Function Generators
Dead Space Function
Limiter Function
Quantizer Function
Implicit Solution
Two Variable Interpolation

Supplied as standard in both
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